The Application of Planned Behavior Theory to Predict the Consumption of Processed Body-Shaping Milk
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ABSTRACT

The research aims were to identify the influence of attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control on intention to buy, and effect of intention to buy and perceive behavioral control over buying behavior on processed body-shaping milk which added by supplement for body shaping. Research was conducted in Sleman Regency and design used was survey. Sampling was taken by using judgmental sampling method with criteria that were female, aged 18-25 yr old and was categorized as normal to overweight appearance. Respondents used were 100 undergraduate female students. Questionnaire was used as an instrument in order for data collecting to measure research variable that had been tested on validity and reliability. Analyses used were single and multiple linier regression. The results showed that only attitude and perceived behavioral control influenced intention to buy in normal-weight group, while in over-weight group attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control affected. Then, attitude and perceived behavioral control influenced buying behavior significantly both in normal and overweight. Therefore, it can be concluded that prediction capability of planned behavior theory are better when product relevancy to respondents was closed.
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INTRODUCTION

Female consumers targeted to the product that are related to physical attractiveness, including food product and to dissatisfaction tendency towards physical appearance. Dissatisfaction is a one of potential triggering factors of product purchase to overcome a problem. Beauty concepts are associated with a slim body, so that various efforts could be carried out to achieve consumers's goal that is consuming foods that support the need to be looked attractive.

Specifically, young women are the most potential group of products that concerned with physical appearance as they have more sensitivity to environment stimulants (Keelan et al., 1992) that is included behavior that concerning to keep slim body shape. The turbulence of psychological emotion experienced by young women leads them to concern on physical appearance and feel dissatisfy with their body shape growth. The environment and media role also affects young women in promoting themselves to care about physical appearance and body image (Cattarin et al., 2000). The concept of slim woman in various media tends to affects self-image concept in young women so that it causes a bigger influence to adapt with the concept. Young women are influenced by the advertising in an easier way and easily interested in a product that can solve their problem for their appearance.

Livestock products processing industry creates the most of the chance by using technology that makes dairy product is not only beneficial for health but also beneficial for beauty values in this case is body shaping. These products provide consumers a modern way to follow a healthy lifestyle, which differs from the conventionally healthy diet defined by nutrition experts (Siro et al., 2008). The product possibly has different value in women with normal weight and overweight. Hoyt & Kogan (2001) explained that women in these groups tend to wish that they have slimmer body than those in the underweight group. Dissatisfaction in the overweight group is higher and they have interest in buying body-shaping products compared to women with normal weight as an effort to lose weight (Stake & Lauer, 1987).

Female consumers' attitude towards a beauty product is vary; it depends on the age, product category, need, social economy condition, taste and sense towards product. Consumers' attitude can be an accurate control towards product buying behavior (Trafimow et al., 2002). One of the accurate theories to explain attitude is theory of planned behavior that enables studies that attitude, subjective norm and behavioral control forms an intention to behave through a detail and reasoned decision making process (De Pelsmacker & Janssens, 2007) including a behavior in consuming food such as modified food, snacks, beef to healthy food (Tuu et al., 2008). The better the attitude and subjective norm towards product buying behavior and the bigger the behavioral control, the stronger the individual intension in buying product (Trafimow et al., 2002). The previous research on processed milk product has been conducted using theory of planned behavior (Carolina et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2003). Those researches did not show consistent result. Research result of Carolina et al. (2008) showed inconsistency in attitude and behavioral control which is not influence purchasing intention significantly. The inconsistency occurred possibly due to the absence of research identification on product buying behavior complexity. The purchase of infant formula possibly involved a complex buying decision but in the research of Carolina et al. (2008) did not identify respondents involvement towards product, thus probably there was discrepancy in sampling selection in the research. Theory testing on UHT milk was probably inappropriate since buying behavior in the product category is a simple behavior that does not need complex consideration. Wibowo & Haryadi (2006) explained that motivation related to some one’s relevancy with the involvement in an object has a role in forming someone’s attitude.

Based on the explanation, it is important to conduct empiric studies to examine the effect of attitude, subjective norm and behavioral control perceived in buying behavior that needs consideration and will be tested in respondents with different involvement towards different products in this case is women with different weight categories namely normal and overweight. The decision of this research setting is in similar product category namely processed milk product specifically on processes body-shapping milk, it is expected to give a better result testing of theory of planned behavior.

METHODS

Evaluation is started by determining the individual’s attitude towards product. Attitude towards behavior is measured as individual believe that buying processed milk for body shaping will gain certain benefits and evaluation towards the benefits is called as positive or negative for herself. Subjective norm is a respond of individual believe towards reference group and her motivation to comply. Behavioral control perceived is a variable to show how easy or difficult to do the intended action and considered as the reflection of the past experience besides the anticipated obstacles. The better the attitude and subjective norm towards a product buying behavior and the bigger behavioral control, the stronger consumers intention in purchasing a product (Trafimow et al., 2002), in this research is processed milk product for body shaping. Consumers’ behavior is determined by desire or the intention to involve in the behavior and behavioral control perceived. When the perceived behavioral control and actual behavior are adjacent or similar, then behavioral control perceived is predicted to create determinative effect directly to the behavior, as resources, skill and cooperation are needed to create behavior. Correlation model between variables in this research can be seen on Figure 1.

Based on the explanation, the hypothesis are as follows:

$H_1$: The intention to buy processed body-shaping milk is influenced by attitude towards behavior, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control.

$H_2$: Buying behavior of processed body-shapping milk is influenced by the intention of purchasing pro-
cessed body-shaping milk.

H₃: Buying behavior of processed body-shaping milk is influenced by perceived behavioral control.

Research survey was conducted in Sleman Regency with 100 respondents. Sample was determined by judgmental sampling method in which respondent criteria are woman, at the age of 18-25 yr old, with normal weight and overweight. Young women were selected based on consideration they are self-objectifying individuals that view themselves as objects which has the tendency to define the self in terms of how the body appears to others, rather than what the body can do or how the body feels (Aubrey, 2006). Product used in this research was body shaping milk product.

The decision of respondents' body shape was measured by Body Mass Index (BMI) formula. BMI was used to measure the accuracy of respondents' weight both with normal weight and the overweight ones. BMI formula is BMI= weight (kg) / [height (m)]². For Asians with BMI ≥ 23 means that there is overweight problem, BMI= 18 up to 22 shows that body weight is in the normal level and BMI < 18 shows that weight is included under the normal weight level (underweight).

Data were collected through questionnaire in which the validity and reliability to measure research variables those are attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, purchasing intention and buying behavior and questions related with respondents characteristic have been tested. Likert scale is used to measure those variables by selecting one of the five options namely 5 “strongly agree”, 4 “agree”, 3 “neutral”, 2 “disagree” and 1 “strongly disagree”. Validity and reliability test was performed with measurement experiment in 30 respondents. Validity test performed was face validity by noticing that questions in questionnaire have fulfilled variable operational definition that will be measured.

Reliability test was performed with Cronbach Alpha to measure internal consistency of the questions. Table 1 shows that Cronbach Alpha value in the questionnaire experiment is 0.6 thus it can be accepted even it approaches 0.9.

Data were analyzed by using single and multiple linear regression for hypothesis testing. Mathematical equation for testing H₁, H₂ and H₃ as below:

I = a + bA + cSN + dPBC............ (1)
B = a + bI ...................................... (2)
A = a + bPBC ............................... (3)

I = intention to buy  
B = buying behavior  
A = attitude towards behavior  
SN = subjective norms  
PBC = perceived behavioral control

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Influence Factors of Intention to Buy

There was no statistically significant relation between subjective norm in affecting intention-to-buy in normal-weight respondent group, while attitude and perceived behavioral control significant influenced to intention-to-buy (Table 2). Different result could be found in overweight women that attitude toward behavior, subjective norm as well as perceived behavioral control influenced significantly toward purchasing intention. Attitude toward behavior consistently (P<0.05) influenced to intention-to-buy in both group. The need to overcome problem that faced by overweight and normal-weight women to be appeared slim increased their relevance or involvement to processed body-shapping milk product. Some empirical research conducted by Rah et al. (2004) on processed soy products; O’Connor & White (2010) on functional food and vitamin supplement and Arvola et al. (2008) on organic food which were relatively high involvement product, showed similar result that attitude influenced intention-to-buy. Different research conducted on low involvement product category, namely UHT milk, showed that attitude did not influenced towards the intention to buy. UHT milk purchase is a simple thus it does not need a complex and detail consideration and tends to be influenced by a habit, the tendency of repeated behavior beyond the

![Figure 1. Research model of the application of planned behaviour theory](image-url)
Table 2. Regression analysis of effect attitude toward behavior, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control to intention to buy of body shopping milk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>Signification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal weight&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude towards behavior</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norms</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived behavioral control</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude towards behavior</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norms</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived behavioral control</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Analysis of primary data (2008).
Note: *significant at P 0.05; a) N= 50, adjusted R2= 0.34; b) N= 50, adjusted R2= 0.60.

The individual's awareness towards product (Mahon et al., 2006; Tuu et al., 2008).

The influence of subjective norm on intention-to-buy was supported in overweight respondents but it was not in respondents with normal weight. It can be explained that there was no social pressure perceived by respondents with normal weight to consume processed body-shopping milk, whereas the overweight respondents perceived that there was a social pressure that came from family, friends to consume body-shopping milk. Study conducted by Kim et al. (2003) showed that social pressure became meaningless on individuals who were able to show self-management experience, whereas social pressure was bigger on individuals who had awareness and motivation to do consumption action (Patch et al., 2005). Overweight women consider more on reference group suggestion to consume product relevant to their problem as the effort to adapt to their environment. Belief and motivation scale caused by subjective norm indicator showed that 68% and 76% overweight respondent take into account suggestion from others while only 28% and 14% in normal weight respondents.

Behavioral control variable on respondents with normal weight and overweight simultaneously influenced (P<0.05) on intention-to-buy. Control behavioral variable was found to give a greater contribution compared to the other predictor variables on the intention. Opportunities, resources, and self matters should exist. This study result was consistent with the research of Rah et al. (2004) that behavioral control variable influences purchasing intention. For consumers, product information, purchasing place, and price will increase consumers' intention.

The explanation ability of the three variables is better on overweight respondents, 60% of purchasing intention on processed milk for body-shaping was influenced by attitude variable, subjective norm and behavioral control, meanwhile in respondents with normal weight the same variable's ability in predicting purchasing intention was only 34%. This result showed that this model had a better prediction on respondents with better relevance towards product.

### Influence Factors of Buying Behavior

Table 3 shows the significant influence of intention and behavioral control toward buying behavior. Buying behavior on processed milk for body-shaping in normal weight as well as the overweight respondents were influenced (P<0.05) by purchasing intention and behavioral control. This research identified that the influence of intention was stronger than behavioral control. Decision making process shows that if consumers perceive problems or need due to the unachieved desire, there is a desire to make a decision to overcome the problems. The low influence of behavioral control variable is possibly caused by the difficulty to find product availability in the market as well as the conformity of product attribute for other family members (Bogers et al., 2004).

The ability of intention variable in explaining buying behavior was 55% in normal weight group, meanwhile behavioral control variable was only 24%. In the overweight group, purchasing intention also gave a better ability in explaining buying behavior than behavioral control as much as 47% compared to 10%.

### CONCLUSION

Attitude towards behavior and perceived behavioral control significantly influenced intention to buy in normal weight group, while subjective norm did not capable to influence intention to buy. For the overweight group all predictor variables which were attitude towards behavior, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control influenced the intention to buy. Buying behavior both for normal and overweight group is influenced by intention to buy and perceived behavioral control. This research also give knowledge of better prediction accuracy of theory planned behavior is gained if testing on consumer with stronger relevance towards...
to the product. Implication for future research is important to include other variables in the theory of planned behavior that is predicted to disrupt decision making behavior in consumers. For instance, habit is strongly believes as predictor on a relatively simple purchasing.
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